
Reception     Week Beginning: 02.11.20 
 

English  

Monday  Watch is videos showing you how to write the letters of the alphabet 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQ6uS8blwY  

 Choose 3 letters that you want to have a go at writing. 

Tuesday  Watch the story of Pete the cat and his white shoes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NQ6uS8blwY  
Draw and label a picture of Pete wearing his shoes. 

Wednesday  Can you remember the story from yesterday? What different things did 
Pete step in? Write down all the ones you can remember. 

Thursday  Complete lesson 1 of the three billy goats gruff on oak academy 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-know-that-
stories-have-problems-in-them-cnhkgr  

Friday  Write the tricky words it, is, in, up 

 Now write the sentence ‘It is up.’ 
 

 

Phonics 
Monday  Watch and learn the ‘o’ sound on BBC Bitesize  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2yf4j/articles/zjcwd6f  
use your robot arms to read the words: pot, dog, mop 
 

 Learn the tricky word- it 
Practice writing the tricky word it. 

Tuesday  Watch and learn the sound ‘m’ with Geraldine the Giraffe.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QI_3IFdqFKI&list=PLqh11DN6jmbCsIP
schffPaxvCdS9d6qPN&index=7  

use your robot arms to read the words: mud, map, mit. 
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 Learn the tricky word- is 

Practice writing the tricky word is. 

Wednesday  Watch and learn the ‘g’ sound on BBC Bitesize 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2yf4j/articles/zdg8kmn 
use your robot arms to read the words: got, get, gum 
 

 Learn the tricky word- in 
Practice writing the tricky word in. 
   

Thursday  Watch and learn the sound ‘d’ with Geraldine the Giraffe.  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnyZD45yne0&list=PLqh11DN6jmbCsI

PschffPaxvCdS9d6qPN&index=9 
use your robot arms to read the words: den, dog, ted. 
 

 Read the sentence it is in the den. 
 What tricky words can you spot? 

Friday  Watch and learn the sound ‘c’ with Evie and Dodge  

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/cbeebies-phonics-playlist#playlist 

use your robot arms to read the words: cup, cap, cat. 
 Listen to the tricky word song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvMyssfAUx0  
 Choose a word to practice writing. 

 

Maths 
Monday   Complete lesson 1 on Oak academy- count 4 objects reliably. 

 https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/count-four-
objects-reliably-75jk4r  

Tuesday  Listen to the song 5 little ducks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZw9veQ76fo   
How can you represent the numbers 4 and 5 (you could use 
toys, pasta, buttons), See how many different ways you can 
represent the numbers 4 and 5. 
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Wednesday  Complete lesson 3 on Oak academy- count 5 objects reliably 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/count-five-
objects-reliably-6xj6at  

Thursday  Complete lesson 4 on Oak academy- count 6 objects reliably  
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/count-six-objects-reliably-

61k6cc  

Friday  Watch this video that shows you how to write numbers to 10  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrA-GV1ThtI  

 Practice writing your numbers 1-10- you could use flour, chalk, paint 
or playdoh to practice forming the number first then try on paper. 

 

 

 
          

Topic 
Active Tasks     Art and Design Creatives tasks 

 
Understanding the World tasks 

 Cosmic Yoga- coco the Butterfly 
https://www.youtube.com/embed/pT-s1-phgxs 
 

 Can move like Jack trying to climb the beanstalk? 
Try and get your hands and knees as high as 
possible. 

 
 

 Draw or paint a picture of what you would 
like to find at the top of a Beanstalk. 
 

 If you have paints at home can you 
explore the colours. What happens when 
you mix 2 different colours together? Do 
you know what the prime colours are? 

 

 In Jack and the beanstalk Jack planted the beans. 
With an adult discuss what beans/seeds need to 
grow. What is the lifecycle of a seed? 
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Act of kindness Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development 

Daily Reading  

 Make your bed and tidy up your bedroom 

 Help a grown up set prepare a meal for the 
week. 

 Phone a friend or relative and tell them you 
are thinking of them today. 

 
 
 

       Me and My special people 

 Who are your special people that you like 
to spend time with, outside school? 

 Does everyone have the same special 
people? (some are grandparents or other 
relatives, some are family friends, some 
are pets). 

 With a grown up discuss Who’s in your 
family? 

 What makes us the same/different from 
people in our family? 

 How do we help each other in families? 
 What do we like to do with our families at 

home? 

 

  
 Jack and the Beanstalk is a traditional tale. Can 

you find and read a different traditional tale? 
 Can you explain what you liked about this story? 
 Talk about the characters in the book and 

comparing them with other characters you know 
from a different story. 

  Can you draw a picture of one of the characters 
in this story? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PurpleMash 2Do’s 
 2DO: Topic, plants, how  to plants grow. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


